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P R E S S  R E L E A S E  

Elections and new RIT’s Board of Director  

The Annual General Assembly of RIT held on Tuesday, March 15, 2022, elected the new Board 

of Directors. 

The new Board was formed into a body, as follows: 

President: Svynou Konstantina  

Vice President Α: Leventis Kostas 

Vice President Β: Agglos Jonh 

Secretary General: Tetradis Christina 

Treasurer: Voulgaris Charalambos 

Members: Doxiadis Apostolos and Zacharatos Makis 

Alternate members: Merianos Konstantinos, Pollalis Dimitris 

In her first statement, the re-elected president of RIT Konstantina Svynou said:  

“During the last 4 years, with the reliability, the consistency, the continuity of our scientific 

research, as well as with our partnerships and the targeted management and dissemination 

of the data, we have managed to make RIT a reference point for Greek Tourism.  

I would like to thank the President of the Hellenic Chamber of Hotels, Mr. Alexandros 

Vassilikos, and its Board of Directors, for their trust and support through the continuous 

assignment of studies to us. And of course, vital role to these positive outcomes played the 

Board of Directors of RIT, the Director General Professor George Petrakos, our senior 

researcher Ms Sophia Panousi and the rest of RIT’s collaborators team, whom I thank for their 

efforts”.  

And the President of RIT concludes:  

“The outgoing Board of Directors during its term managed: 

- To make our Institute widely acknowledged, 

- To make it renown by the research as well as the hotel community, 

- To establish it as a reference point of the Tourism Authorities and 

- To highlight the contribution of the hotel industry both to the tourism sector and to the 

entire Greek economy. 

 

We continue and further accelerate the important work we are doing, with a series of 
surveys, concerning current issues, unexpected events, but also addressing the challenges of 
the future in the hospitality sector”. 

http://www.itep.gr/

